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🧵Transparency in Court of Protection
1. A month ago I wrote a blog post:
"It’s extraordinary to me that a court with transparency as a
central philosophical principle produces court listings entirely
unsuited to delivering on its stated objectives"

When family members apply to become parties: A hidden and “private…
Many people who contact the Open Justice Court of Protection Project believe that
the court is deliberately obstructive of open justice. I understand why it can feel like
that. It really isn’t the…
https://openjusticecourtofprotection.org/2022/05/25/when-family-members-apply-to-bec…

2. For months, I've been talking with people at Court of Protection User Group meetings,
managers, administrators and judges about the problem with the court lists. They've been
concerned + moves are afoot to get the lists right. But so far, I'm not seeing improvements.

Every month or so, I do a systematic analysis of all the Court of Protection hearings listed for
a given day.
Most hearings are in the County Courts + listed in @CourtServe (a public site anyone can
use) under "County Courts" tab.
Here's the list for Monday 27th June 2022.

Here's a summary of what I found from my analysis of the CourtServe County Court listings
for the Court of Protection for Monday 27th June 2022.
It's not good news for a court committed to transparency and open justice.

5. Missing or incorrect contact details are a recurrent problem for would-be observers.
We're supposed to contact the Court of Protection Regional Hub for ask to observe - not the
county court direct.
But listings still provide the wrong address (when they provide one at all).

6. Most hearings in the Court of Protection list are still labelled PRIVATE.
That doesn't mean we can't observe them - but most members of the public (naturally
enough) believe that it does.
I've raised this with relevant people. Change is promised. But it hasn't happened yet.

7. If I know whether a hearing can be observed remotely I can ask to watch from home. If I
know it can't, then I can make plans to travel to observe it. But if they don't tell me one way
or the other, I'm stuck!

8. It's incredibly frustrating not to know what hearings are going to be about. I'm often asked
for hearings about specific issues (Deprivation of Liberty, COVID vax, contact with family
etc) - and mostly the lists DON'T SAY.

9. I raised this at a Court of Protection User Group Meeting and it was confirmed that
listings SHOULD include information about the issues before the court. But they don't.
Awaiting progress on this!

10. It's nice to share good practice when I see it, so here's an example of a listing that DOES
include the issues to be decided by the court. (I think it means to convey that the Qs are
whether P has capacity for these 2 decisions).

11. The Vice President of the Court of Protection said that cases should be appropriate
described when they're listed so that the public know what they're about.
That was back in 2017.
But 74% of hearings didn't give this info for 27th June 2022.

12. If Newcastle can do it right, why can't the other Court of Protection Regional Hubs?
@HMCTSgovuk
#BeMoreLikeNewcastle

@HMCTSgovuk 13. All COP hearings (except Royal Courts of Justice) should be in the Court
of Protection list for the County Courts. But anything between a quarter and a half of all
hearings are NOT. I keep raising this and hoping for change. No change yet.

There are 11 hearings that should be included on the Court of Protection list that are instead
"hidden" in lists under names of other towns, cities and judges. That's about a third of COP
hearings not in the COP list.

15. At @OpenJusticeCoP we alert people, daily, to hearings on the COP list.
But we can't send alerts about COP hearings hidden elsewhere.
It takes 2-3 hours to go through 100s of county court listings go find them.
So these are "hidden" hearings, unlikely to be observed.

16.
This hearing in Gloucester wasn't included in the Court of Protection list
I found it via 3 hour trawl through hundreds of county court listings, nothing to do with
Court of Protection.
Normally I can't spare time to do that. It stays 'hidden'.
That's not open justice.

17. I found this COP hearing in Leeds by trawling through the court listings for 3 hours. It
wasn't included in the Court of Protection list. It's a "hidden" hearing.
That's not open justice.

@HMCTSgovuk 18.
This hearing in Leicester isn't included in the COP list. It's a hidden hearing.
Also no info about issues before the court +incorrect contact details.
This listing does not support the judicial commitment to open justice.

19.
These two hearings in North Shields are not in the COP list. They're hidden hearings.
Also no info about issues before the court and incorrect contact details.
This listing does not support the judicial commitment to open justice.

Shocked to find this hidden hearing before one of the most senior judges in the COP.
This means it's a serious medical treatment case, life and death, or grave ethical/legal issues.
Normally it would be easy to find on the RCJ list but as he's "on circuit" it's not there.

21. This is a recurrent problem when Tier 3 (most senior) judges hold hearings outside
London. Their cases are not listed on the Royal Courts of Justice website where they are easy
to find. Sometimes they're not listed at all ("secret" hearings, like this one earlier this year)

22. When Tier 3 judges are 'on circuit' in the regional courts, their hearings are regularly
secret or hidden.
These are not "one-off" accidents.
Here's another one from earlier this year I tweeted about - from Liverpool.

@HMCTSgovuk 23.
Another hidden hearing before a Tier 3 judge on circuit in Leeds.
It was barely identifiable as a COP hearing, and not in the COP lists.
This is routinely the case. It's nigh impossible to observe Tier 3 judges hearing COP cases
outside the Royal Courts of Justice.

24.
This hearing before a Tier 3 judge on circuit in Swansea was not in the COP list.
This is a recurrent problem for open justice in the COP.
Hearings before Tier 3 judges in regional courts MUST be included in the COP list otherwise it's not open justice.

@HMCTSgovuk 25. Continuing with hidden hearings - because it *matters* that some
hearings are not included in the COP list - meaning that virtually nobody knows they're even
happening. 3 hidden hearings in Swindon.

26.
If hearings are not in the COP list, but hidden amongst the 100s of hearings listed across
county courts in CourtServe, we don't see them, and don't alert potential observers to them.
Can only occasionally spare 3 hours to trawl for hidden hearings.

27.
Final example of a hidden hearing (for now). How does it come about that ONE of two COP
hearings in Chelmsford *is* included in the COP list and the other one isn't?

@HMCTSgovuk 28.
This is a slide I tweeted just over a month ago, asking if the problem of hidden hearings
could be fixed (and I've discussed it with relevant people in the COP who are trying to fix it).
Has anything changed in the last month?

@HMCTSgovuk 29.
Ever since August 2020, every systematic analysis I've done has found between a quarter and
a half of COP hearings do NOT appear in the COP list.
Today it was a third of COP hearings that were hidden.
So no evidence of improvement.
We need to fix this.

30.
Today's analysis of listings for 27th June 2022 shows no improvement in ANY of the key
indicators @OpenJusticeCoP is concerned about.
Missing/inaccurate contact details
"Private" hearings
No info re. hearing channel
Issues before the court
Hidden hearings
Secret hearings

I accept there is a judicial commitment to open justice and transparency in the Court of
Protection - shared or accepted by lawyers and court staff.
But it's not translating into practice on the ground.
I will repeat this exercise in a month or so, in hope of improvement.

Ps. one last point
Many people don't know that COP hearings held before Tier 3 judges sitting in their court
rooms in the RCJ are
listed under "Family Division"
Even tho' (obvs) they're not "Family Division".
And they don't include info about the case.

Royal Courts of Justice daily cause list 27 June 2022
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/royal-courts-of-jus…
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